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a b s t r a c t

The purpose of the present paper is to give the parameter derivative representations of the
form

@Pn;kðk; x; yÞ
@k

¼
Xn�1

m¼0

Xm

j¼0

dn;j;mPm;jðk; x; yÞ þ
Xk

j¼0

en;j;kPn;jðk; x; yÞ

for a family of orthogonal polynomials of variables x and y, with k being a parameter and
0 6 k 6 n; n; k ¼ 0;1;2; . . .. First, we shall present the representations of the parameter

derivatives of the generalized Gegenbauer polynomials Cðk;lÞn ðxÞwith the help of the param-

eter derivatives of the classical Jacobi polynomials Pða;bÞn ðxÞ, i.e. @
@a Pða;bÞn ðxÞ and @

@b Pða;bÞn ðxÞ.
Then, by using these derivatives, we investigate the parameter derivatives for two-variable
analogues of the generalized Gegenbauer polynomials. Furthermore, we discuss orthogo-
nality properties of the parametric derivatives of these polynomials.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the recent works [1,4–7,9–17], the parameter derivatives of orthogonal polynomials and various special functions
which are important in applied mathematics, mathematical and theoretical physics and theoretical engineering have been
investigated. In [11,12], Szmytkowski has studied the derivative of the Legendre function of the first kind, with respect to its
degree m; ½@PmðzÞ=@m�m¼nðn 2 NÞ, and its some representations, which are seen in some engineering and physical problems
such as in the general theory of relativity and in solving some boundary value problems of potential theory, of electromag-
netism and of heat conduction in solids. In [13], explicit expressions of second-order derivative ½@2PmðzÞ=@m2�m¼0 and of third-
order derivative ½@3PmðzÞ=@m3�m¼0 have been derived. In [14], the same author has studied the derivative of the associated
Legendre function of the first kind of integer degree with respect to its order l; @Pl

n ðzÞ=@l. In [15], several representations
of the derivative of P�m

m ðzÞ with respect to the degree m, for m 2 N, which are used in solving boundary value problems of
applied mathematics, have been investigated. A relationship between derivatives of the associated Legendre function of
the first kind with respect to its order and its degree has been given in [16]. Such derivatives of the associated Legendre func-
tion are met in solutions of various problems of theoretical acoustics, heat conduction and other branches of theoretical
physics. Furthermore, the papers in [1,4–7,9,10,17] have generally contributed to the theory and applications of orthogonal
polynomials. The representation of parametric derivative in the form
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@Pnðk; xÞ
@k

¼
Xn

k¼0

cn;kðkÞPkðk; xÞ ð1Þ

for orthogonal polynomials of variable x, with k being a parameter, has been studied in many papers. Such representations of
parametric derivatives have been investigated by Wulkow [17] for discrete Laguerre polynomials, by Froehlich [4] for Jacobi

polynomials Pða;bÞn ðxÞ, by Koepf [5] for generalized Laguerre polynomials LðaÞn ðxÞ and Gegenbauer polynomials CðkÞn ðxÞ, by Koepf
and Schmersau [6] for all the continuous and discrete classical orthogonal polynomials. In [10], Szmytkowski has given a
method which is different from the methods presented by Froehlich [4] and Koepf [5], and has obtained again the expansions
in the form of (1) for Jacobi polynomials, Gegenbauer polynomials and the generalized Laguerre polynomials. The parameter
derivative of the generalized Laguerre polynomials is used in relativistic quantum mechanics to determine corrections to
wave functions of particles bound in the Coulomb potential. In [9], Ronveaux et al. have presented the recurrence relations
for coefficients in the expansion which is more general than the expansion form of (1) as follows

@mPnðk; xÞ
@km ¼

Xn

k¼0

an;kðm; kÞPkðk; xÞ ðm 2 NÞ:

In the paper [7], an alternative approach has been given to obtain iteratively explicit parameter derivative representations of
order m ¼ 1;2; . . . for almost all the classical orthogonal polynomial families, i.e., ‘‘continuous’’ classical orthogonal polyno-
mials, classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable or q-classical orthogonal polynomials of the Hahn’s class.

The representations of parametric derivatives obtained by Froehlich [4] for the Jacobi polynomials Pða;bÞn ðxÞ for a; b > �1
are as follows

@Pða;bÞn ðxÞ
@a

¼
Xn�1

k¼0

1
nþ kþ aþ bþ 1

Pða;bÞn ðxÞ þ ðbþ 1Þn
ðaþ bþ 1Þn

Xn�1

k¼0

ð2kþ aþ bþ 1Þðaþ bþ 1Þk
ðn� kÞðnþ kþ aþ bþ 1Þðbþ 1Þk

Pða;bÞk ðxÞ ð2Þ

and

@Pða;bÞn ðxÞ
@b

¼
Xn�1

k¼0

1
nþ kþ aþ bþ 1

Pða;bÞn ðxÞ þ ðaþ 1Þn
ðaþ bþ 1Þn

Xn�1

k¼0

ð�1Þnþkð2kþ aþ bþ 1Þðaþ bþ 1Þk
ðn� kÞðnþ kþ aþ bþ 1Þðaþ 1Þk

Pða;bÞk ðxÞ; ð3Þ

where the classical Jacobi polynomials Pða;bÞn ðxÞ are defined through the Rodrigues formula

Pða;bÞn ðxÞ ¼ ð�1Þn

2nn!
ð1� xÞ�að1þ xÞ�b dn

dxn fð1� xÞnþað1þ xÞnþbg

and they are orthogonal with respect to the weight function Wa;bðxÞ ¼ ð1� xÞað1þ xÞb;a; b > �1 over the interval ð�1;1Þ
(see [8]).

We recall that the Pochhammer symbol is defined by

ðaÞ0 ¼ 1; ðaÞk ¼ aðaþ 1Þ . . . ðaþ k� 1Þ; k ¼ 1;2; . . . :

Note that

1
ðaÞn

@

@a
ðaÞn ¼

@

@a
ðln ðaÞnÞ ¼

@

@a
ln
Yn�1

k¼0

ðaþ kÞ
 !

¼ @

@a
Xn�1

k¼0

lnðaþ kÞ
 !

¼
Xn�1

k¼0

1
aþ k

ð4Þ

holds (see [5]).
With motivation from the expansion (1) for orthogonal polynomials in one variable, we consider similar expansion in the

form of

@Pn;kðk; x; yÞ
@k

¼
Xn�1

m¼0

Xm

j¼0

dn;j;mPm;jðk; x; yÞ þ
Xk

j¼0

en;j;kPn;jðk; x; yÞ ð5Þ

for orthogonal polynomials of variables x and y, with k being a parameter and 0 6 k 6 n; n; k ¼ 0;1;2; . . .. In a recent paper
[1], parametric derivative representations in the form of (5) of Jacobi polynomials on the triangle have been studied. The
present paper is devoted to obtain parametric derivatives in the form of (5) for a family of orthogonal polynomials with
two variables on a unit disc.

The set up of this paper is summarized as follows. Section 2 contains expansions in the form of (1) for the generalized

Gegenbauer polynomials Cðk;lÞn ðxÞ by using the parameter derivatives of the classical Jacobi polynomials given by
(2) and (3). Also, their orthogonality properties are investigated. In Section 3, we obtain representations in the form of (5)
for a family of orthogonal polynomials with two variables by means of the relations presented in the previous section.
Furthermore, some orthogonality relations for the derivatives of these polynomials are studied.
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